RTSC Ease of Use: status & recommendations

• Status
  – XGCONF in a usable state and continues to improve
    • Capable of editing/deleting text as you edit/delete objects unlike tconf
    • Work continues to provide user defined “views” of the content
  – Platform wizard is available and easy to use
  – Separate “config projects” to isolate RTSC configuration and improve control of build
  – Path tool for diagnosing path related issues
    • Bug filed to make it easier to launch, e.g. copy/paste THIS to a command line for path diagnosis utility.
    – Bug filed for –qq option in configuro so that it doesn’t spew out so much data

• Recommendations
  – XGCONF could improve with on-the-fly parameter validation
  – Error utility for CCS such that you can double-click an error and have it automatically launch the path tool or give you extra help on what an error means
  – Legacy library wrapping wizard
  – Continue to focus on ease of use (NO CORE FEATURES!)